A STORY TO
TELL YOU

50

YEARS OF
TOURISM

Torremolinos is a legendary international tourist
destination since the 50s, provinding travelers with
the experience of a modern city that keeps at the
same time the Andalusian charm of its past as an old
fishing village and milling industry.
Leader of the tourist boom in the 60s and 70s, this
city seduces with its large beaches bathed by the
blue waters of the Mediterranean Sea, a mild climate
throughout the year, and an exquisite cuisine.
Its cosmopolitan and multicultural atmosphere
attracted people from all over the world, even
Brigitte Bardot and Frank Sinatra left something of
theirselves in corners full of history.
From the heart of the Costa del Sol, Torremolinos
lives facing the sea and protected by the mountains,
offering sea experiences and pictures of light.

A SEDUCTIVE STORY OF
LIGHT, SEA AND LIFE

GATEWAY TO THE
COSTA DEL SOL
Torremolinos, near Málaga, stands as a strategic
point of departure to visit the most attractive places
of Andalusia.
Located in southern Spain, this city of almost 70.000
inhabitants offers an enviable climate all the year
round, with mild winter and a warm summer.
A privileged destination, Torremolinos offers much
more than sun and beach. Torremolinos is culture,
sport hiking, pescaíto frito tapas, fun, relax, and
above all, Torremolinos is a place where, whatever
happens, the sun is always shinning.

TORREMOLINOS
IS AN EMOTION,
A STATE OF MIND
Torremolinos is a emotion, a state of mind, a place
where everybody feels confortable, because, for
generations, this city is kind, open and tolerant.
Torremolinos has always been and will be an oasis
of freedom and respect.

A DESTINATION TO
ENJOY ALL THE YEAR

325 sunny
days a year

100 direct
destinations
connected by
airplane

18’5º C
average annual
temperature

7 Km long
beach

8km distance
to the airport

TORRE
MOLI
NOS

12 hours of
daylight

+250 bars and
restaurants

Connected by
Senda Litoral
and Gran Senda

ON THE
MEDITERRANEAN
SHORE
6 BEACHES TO BE LOST
The different beaches in Torremolinos have their
own names, El Saltillo, Montemar, La Carihuela, El
Bajondillo, Playamar and Los Álamos. 7 km of sand
and sea, relax, sport and fun, with a tailor made offer
for every traveler.

PROMENADE
The promenades in La Carihuela and El Bajondillo,
separated by the legendary natural monument ‘La
Roca’ de Torremolinos, become a coastal path to
enjoy walking or by bicycle.

CHIRINGUITOS
Torremolinos enjoys the seashore. Its 70 popular
‘chiringuitos’ offer a unique setting by the sea, from
which it is possible to taste the most authentic
cuisine and local wines, so as international cocktails.

SUN AND BEACH
ALL THE YEAR

TORREMOLINOS
IS CULTURE

THE STREET,
A GREAT STAGE
MONTHLY EVENTS
The city is an open stage, an open-air art center. Its
squares and streets hold music, festivals, food and
art shows, that place Torremolinos at the forefront of
the cultural movement.

NIGHTLIFE
Its well known nightlife is part of the historical
identity of Torremolinos and its essence as a tourist
destination. Bars, pubs and clubs available for
every visitor, to live their holiday their own way.
Torremolinos is a fresh, young and dynamic city.

PLAZA COSTA DEL SOL
Plaza Costa del Sol is the brand new heart of the
historic center of Torremolinos. A new space for
the delight of pedestrians, backbone of its main
shopping streets.

FEEL THE
TRADITIONS
SAN MIGUEL PILGRIMAGE AND FAIR
Torremolinos remains committed to its traditions.
The city celebrates the most important urban
pilgrimage of Andalusia in September every year,
followed by the fair. A road on foot or by ox carts to
the hermitage of San Miguel, a unique show of the
joy and hospitality of its people.

EASTER
As in the rest of Andalusia, Easter is one of the
tourist attractions of Torremolinos, with processional
parades on Palm Sunday, Holy Tuesday and
Thursday, and Easter Sunday.

VIRGEN DEL CARMEN FAIR
Every July 16th, the traditional fishermen’s quarter
called La Carihuela celebrates the Virgen del
Carmen festival. As patron of the fishermen, the
virgin is paraded both through the streets and round
the coast.

THE MOST IMPORTANT
URBAN PILGRIMAGE
IN ANDALUSIA

CASA DE LOS
NAVAJAS, THE MAGIC
OF AL-ANDALUS

DISCOVER ITS
CHARMING SPOTS
HERITAGE
Torremolinos has been base for human settlements
from the Paleolithic, so there are plenty of prehistoric
caves, as well as sites from the Roman Age. Its
important milling industry gives the city its name, and
that is attested by the Nazari beacon tower known
as Torre Pimentel or Torre de los Molinos, among
others spots.

PARKS AND BOTANIC GARDENS
A green city, with open spaces, playgrounds and
botanic parks, born inspired by the pine forest of
Los Manantiales, lung of the city. The Parque de la
Batería stands as a family leisure and recreation area,
complemented with the Botanical Garden Molino de
Inca, an amazing garden with plants and trees, where
water features play a main role.

SPORTS &
ADVENTURE
BREAKS
IN MOTION
The sport area or Villa Deportiva is used as
international training center in the disciplines of
athletics or water sports.Torremolinos also has
facilities for water and sailing sports all: waterski,
surf, bodysurf, paddle surf, rowing, kayak and sailing

GOLF AND HORSE RIDING
The golf course of the internationally acknowledged
Miguel Ángel Jiménez is perfect to play golf,
while riding lovers consider the Club Hípico as
one of the best facilities in the Costa del Sol.

HIKING
The natural landscape Montes de Torremolinos and
the rural complex Cañada del Lobo offer hiking trails
of low and medium difficulty, within the frameworks
of Gran Senda de Málaga and Senda Litoral.

ALSO FOR
MOUNTAIN LOVERS

GASTRONOMY BEYOND
PESCAITO FRITO

A FLAVOR OF
ITS OWN
TORREMOLINOS FOODIE
250 restaurants and bars, that offer traditional,
nouvelle cuisine and tapas, are creativity
sanctuaries which satisfy the most demanding
palates and promote the most authentic cuisine
through the quality seal of Torremolinos Foodie

TRADITIONAL CUISINE
Cradle of the ‘pescaíto frito’, the Mediterranean
cuisine has the leading role in the local restaurants.
Sea products, charcoal-grilled fish skewers, salads,
rice, gazpacho and stews are an essential part of the
culinary culture of Torremolinos.

TAPAS
One of the most popular activities is “going out for
tapas”. The ‘Ruta de la Tapa’ and the ‘Ruta de la Tapa
de la Abuela’ are two annual events devoted to follow
this Andalusian way to enjoy our gastronomy culture.

LET’S GO
SHOPPING
CITY CENTER
San Miguel, Cauce and Casablanca Streets, or Costa
del Sol, Andalucía and La Nogalera Squares, are
the heart of commercial business. Fashion, sport,
accessories, jewelry and gifts, presenting a wide and
varied offer to be adapted to any preference.

SAN MIGUEL STREET
San Miguel Street is the commercial hub of
Torremolinos and one of the most crowded and visited
streets in Europe, connecting Plaza Costa del Sol with
Cuesta del Tajo, an area where prestigious boutiques
as well as the activity of small craft businesses are
concentrated.

MERCADILLO
Thursday is the day for the popular street market o
‘mercadillo’, perfect for all type of purchase, where
the idiosyncrasy of the city can be seen. Sunday
is the turn of the antiques market or ‘rastro’.

SAN MIGUEL STREET,
INTERNATIONAL SHOWCASE

AN OASIS
CONNECTED BY
LAND, SEA AND AIR

VERY CLOSE
TO YOU
ACCOMMODATION
Torremolinos has the largest hotel infrastructure of
the Costa del Sol. Over 20.000 bed places, mostly
in four and three star hotels, make a complete,
modern and renewed offer for all kind of customers
and needs: family resorts, adults only, millennials or
gay friendly.

TRANSPORT
Due to its strategic position, Torremolinos is the
town with greater accessibility in the Costa del
Sol. Only 8 km distance from Málaga-Costa del
Sol International Airport, with flights to more than
100 destinations, is also connected by road to the
AP-7 motorway and the A-7 and N-340 highways.
It is just 16 minutes away by car from the Port
of Málaga and the AVE high-speed train station
Málaga-María Zambrano.
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Torremolinos Tourism Office
Plaza de Andalucía
951 95 43 80 / 70
turismo@torremolinos.es
www.torremolinos.es

www.turismotorremolinos.es
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